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WANDERING DOMAINS IN THE DYNAMICS OF
CERTAIN MEROMORPHIC FUNCTIONS

YUEFEI WANG

It is shown that meromorphic solutions of certain first-order nonlinear differential
equations do not have wandering domains.

1. INTRODUCTION

Let / be a non-linear meromorphic function. The Fatou set T(f) of / is the
largest set of the Riemann sphere where the iterates / " of / are defined and form
a normal family. The complement of T(f) is called the Julia set and is denoted by
J{f) • The Fatou set is open and completely invariant. The Julia set is closed and also
completely invariant. It is also known to be the closure of the set of repelling periodic
points. If U is a component of F(f), then fn(U) lies in some component Un of T{f).
If Un ^ Um for all n ̂  m, then U is called a wandering domain of / . Otherwise U
is called preperiodic and if Un = U for some n € N, then U is called periodic. For
an introduction to iteration theory, we mention Beardon [8], Carleson and Gamelin
[15], and Steinmetz [27] as well as Milnor's lecture notes for rational functions and
the survey articles of Baker [4] and Eremenko and Lyubich [17] for rational and entire
functions and Bergweiler [10] for transcendental meromorphic functions. The classical
references are Fatou [19] and Julia [23] for rational and Fatou [20] for transcendental
entire functions.

Sullivan [28] proved that rational functions do not have wandering domains. Tran-
scendental meromorphic functions, however, may have wandering domains, see [1,
2,3,16,28], while various classes of meromorphic functions without wandering do-
mains are known [1, 5,6,9,12,13,14,18,22,26]. In [9] and [13] the nonexistence of
wandering domains is proved for the meromorphic function / of finite order, satisfying
f'(z) = q(z)epW(f(z) — z), where q(z) is rational and p(z) is a polynomial, and for
meromorphic solutions of one of the following differential equations

f'(z) = r(z)(f(z)-z)2,

f'(z) = r(z)(f(z)-z)(f(z)-r),

f(zf = r(z)(f(z) - zf(f(z) - r),
f'(z)2 = r(z)(f(z) - z)2(f(z) - r)(f{z) - S)
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where r(z) is a rational function and T,6 € C

In this note, we shall show that meromorphic solutions of the following first-order

nonlinear differential equations do not have wandering domains.

THEOREM 1. Let q(z) be a rational function, p(z) a polynomial and m, n € N,
t € N U {0}, a € C\{0}. Suppose that f is a meromorphic solution of the differential
equation

(1.1) (/ '(*))" = q(z)p(f(z))(f'(z) - a)\f{z) - z)m.

Then f does not have wandering domains.

THEOREM 2 . Let q(z) be a rational function, p(z), pi(z) two polynomials and
m,n € N. Suppose that f is a meromorphic function of finite order, satisfying the
differential equation

(1.2) (f'(z))n = q(z)p(f(z))e»^ (f(z) -z)m.

Then f does not have wandering domains.

REMARKS. 1. The solutions of the differential equations (1.1) and (1.2) may have
infinitely many critical values and are, usually, not of critically finite type.

2. Rational functions always satisfy differential equations of the type (1.1). In the
proofs, however, we shall only discuss the case that / is transcendental

2. LEMMAS

To prove the theorems we need the following lemmas.

LEMMA 1. (Gol'dberg [21] or Bank and Kaufman [7]) Meromorphic solutions of
any first-order algebraic differential equations are of finite order.

Therefore the order of any meromorphic solution of (1.1) is finite.

LEMMA 2 . (Bergweiler and Eremenko [11]) Let f be a meromorphic function of
finite order. Suppose that o is an asymptotic value of f. Then a is a limit of critical
values a,k ^ a of f or all singularities of j ~ x over a are direct.

Let U be a component of !F(f). Then we denote by Uk the component of T{f)
that contains fk(U), k = 1,2, • • • , as in Section 1.

LEMMA 3 . Let f be a meromorphic solution of the equation (1.1) or (1.2). Sup-
pose that f has a wandering domain U. Then there exists m such that Uk does not
contain critical or asymptotic values of f for k ^ m.

PROOF: We first discuss the case (1.1). It follows from (1.1) that all but finitely
many fixpoints of / are superattracting, and that all but finitely many critical values
are superattracting fixpoints.
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According to the classification of periodic components of the Fatou set, (see, for
example, [8] or [15]), each superattracting fixpoint is contained in a superattractive
basin, a periodic component of period 1, of F(f). Therefore all but finitely many
critical values are not contained in (J Uk, since U is wandering.

By Lemma 1 we may assume that / has finite order p. Suppose that a is an
asymptotic value of / . Then, by Lemma 2, a is a limit of critical values a* ^ a of /
or all singularities of f~x over a are direct. If a is a limit of critical values a,k , then
a $. (J Uk since all but finitely many critical values of / are not contained in (J Uk •

On the other hand, the celebrated Denjoy-Carleman-Ahlfors Theorem states that the
inverse function f~x has at most max{2p, 1} direct singularities [25]. Now we conclude
that all but finitely many asymptotic values of / are not contained in \J Uk- This

proves the lemma for the case (1.1).

Similarly we can prove the lemma for the case (1.2). D

A fix point z0 of a meromorphic function / is called weakly repelling if | / ' (^o) | > 1
or f'(zo) — 1- We need the following result of Bergweiler and Terglane [13].

LEMMA 4 . Let f be a meromorphic function with a wandering domain U. Sup-
pose that there exists m such that Uk does not contain critical or asymptotic values
of f for k ^ m. If for some n ^ m, Un is multiply-connected, then f has infinitely
many weakly repelling fixpoints.

3. P R O O F O F THE THEOREMS

We first prove Theorem 1.

P R O O F OF THEOREM 1: Suppose that / has a wandering domain U. Then it
follows from Lemma 3 that there exists m such that Uk does not contain critical or
asymptotic values of / for k ^ m. If for some n^ m, Un is multiply-connected, then
/ must have infinitely many weakly repelling fixpoints by Lemma 4. This contradicts
the fact that / has at most finitely many weakly repelling fixpoints since all but finitely
many fixpoints of / are superattracting fixpoints.

Therefore for each k ^ TO, Uk is simply-connected. Now we apply the quasi-
conformal methods of Sullivan [28]. For a given number K > 1, we consider K-
quasiconformal self-maps <j> of the sphere which fix 0,1, oo, such that /^ — <j> o / o <j>~1

is meromorphic. Since U is an eventually singular-value free, simply-connected wander-
ing domain, the Beltrami coefficients of the {0} depend on infinitely many parameters,
or equivalently the deformation family {/^} depends on infinitely many parameters,
see [5, 8] or [28].

It is clear that a pole ZQ of / corresponds to the pole <f>(z0) of / ^ , with the same
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multiplicity. On the other hand, it follows from Lemma 1 and (1.1) that / has finite
order and / ' ^ a. Hence if we express p(f) in the form

where k is a non-negative integer, and Co, bj are complex numbers, (0 ^ j ^ I), then
we have from (1.1) that the critical points of / correspond to the fixpoints, bj -points,
(0 ^ j ^ I), of / , with finitely many exceptions. It is also easy to see that the fixpoints,
bj-points (0 ^ j ^ I) of / correspond to the fixpoints, <j>(bj) -points of f^, with finitely

many exceptions. Thus we find that {f'Az))n/{ f fl (/•(*) - 4>(M)1 (/•(*) - z) )

has only finitely many zeros and poles, as many as q has. The Holder continuity of
4> at oo gives that \<j>{z)\ = O(\z\K) and ^ " H ^ l = O(\z\K) as z -> oo. This
implies that p{f^>) ^ Kp(f) , where p(f) denotes the order of / . Therefore the order

of (/',(*))"/{ [no<«i(/«(*) - Hbj))]{U(z) - z)m} is also at most Kp(f). We
conclude that

(3.1) T (ff^T = q (

[ n ( M ) ^ ) ) ] ( / w ) r a

for some rational function q^, of the same degree as q and some polynomial r^ of degree
at most Kp. (3.1) gives that the deformation family {f^\ depend only on finitely many
parameters, which is a contradiction. The proof of the Theorem 1 is complete. D

Similarly we can prove Theorem 2.
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